
QUESTION : 

We are seeing agents write offers and scratch out Paragraph W of Form 21, 
Information V erification Period. Can you explain how this would benefit either party? 

ANSWER: 

Paragraph W was designed to prevent 
lawsuits for seller, down the road, by giving 
buyer an opportunity to terminate prior 
to closing if any of the information from 
seller was researched and found to be 
false. Seller’s argument would fall into the 
category of “buyer’s due diligence” and 
seller would argue that buyer had ten days 
to conduct due diligence to determine...
the square footage of the property, the 
school district serving the property, the 
availability of high speed internet, the 
right to utilize spaces as rental units, etc 
(i.e. any representations made by seller). If 
buyer failed to conduct the discovery to 
determine the innocent error in seller’s 
representation prior to expiration of those 
ten days, why should buyer be entitled to 
damages after closing? That would be 
seller’s argument. It may or may not be 
a winning argument. Ultimately, every 

case must be determined based on its 
own merits but the purpose of paragraph 
W is to give seller an argument when 
otherwise, seller may have no defense 
for having issued mistaken information. 
Thus, paragraph W is intended as a 
measure of protection for the seller. 

However, it is also a way for the buyer to 
terminate the contract. Any buyer could use 
the provision as intended and terminate 
an agreement after mutual acceptance 
because contrary to a representation 
seller made, buyer discovered something 
about the property that makes the 
property less valuable to buyer. Any buyer 
could also use the provision deceptively 
and attempt to terminate the PSA simply 
because buyer had a change of heart.  
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Question: 

One of my agents said they wanted to update their website to allow advertising for preferred vendors but 
wanted to charge a small fee. Can she do that and if so, how does she go about it? I thought any money 
paid to an agent had to be run through their company?

Answer: 

In this scenario, broker will not be compensated for the provision of RE brokerage services so the 
compensation broker receives is not required to be paid through broker's firm. Instead, broker will be 
compensated for advertising. That fact opens a variety of additional questions for consideration. Is broker 
allowed to operate a website and collect revenues from advertisers on that website? This question 
potentially implicates laws outside the arena of real estate, laws with which the Hotline lawyer has no 
familiarity and about which, the Hotline lawyer cannot provide any education. Broker and/or DB would have 
to consult their own legal counsel for assistance in determining whether broker has the right/authority to 
collect advertising revenue for advertisements placed on broker's website.

Additionally, broker and DB must consider the limitations imposed by RESPA. Broker is prohibited from 
receiving anything of value from lender in exchange for the provision of referrals. Do this broker and lender 
refer business to one another? If so, RESPA prohibits broker from giving lender free or below-market 
advertising. Does the "small fee" that broker will charge lender represent market value for the advertising 
lender will receive? If not, then lender's advertisement on broker's website may violate RESPA.

There are many questions that broker and DB must consider with respect to the advertising plan broker 
intends to implement, using broker's real estate website. Most of the questions are not triggered by 
Washington's RE License Law or Agency Law. Broker and DB should consult with the firm's legal counsel for 
assistance in determining if broker's plan can be implemented and if so, if there are any additional concerns 
that must be addressed.
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